e-Scooter

eSC-P1, black

Pro Line

Range up to 80 km

The combination of comfort, performance, safety and innovation sets new standards in the
premium e-scooter segment.
A perfectly coordinated selection of robust high-end components, which are installed under
the highest quality criteria, make every trip an unforgettable experience.
The powerful and maintenance-free 500 watt hub motor impresses with its high torque and
accelerates the BE COOL eSC-P1 to the maximum permissible speed of 25 km/h in seconds.
It masters inclines of up to 20 degrees with flying colors. The 20 Ah/48 Volt battery and the
new battery management system ensure this even for long exits (up to 80km!) sufficient
power is always available.
Uncompromising on any surface.
The perfectly coordinated double shock absorbers, the wide running board and the tubeless
10 inches pneumatic tires enable maximum driving comfort on all surfaces. Potholes and
uneven ground are perfectly compensated. The continuously height-adjustable handlebar can
be optimally adapted to each user and rounds off the comfort package.
Safety is a top priority for BE COOL.
The frame of the BE COOL eSC-P1 is made entirely of high-quality aluminum. This makes
him particularly robust and durable. Another highlight of the model is the safe, dual braking
system. The combination of a highly efficient drum brake on the front wheel and a proven disc
brake on the rear wheel meets the highest safety standards. Both braking systems can be
operated independently of each other. As soon as it dawns, the innovative light sensor turns
on the lighting. This feature conserves the battery and guarantees that you are always safe
on the road even in low light conditions.
Experience the new dimension of movement and enjoy every ride with the BE COOL eSC-P1.
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The infinitely height-adjustable handlebars, the easy-to-read
multifunction display is integrated.
Speed, mileage, speed level as well as the battery level
always remain in view.
Be overlooked? Misrepresentation!
The light sensor, which is integrated in the display,
automatically switches on the front and rear lights at dusk or
low light conditions. This innovative feature conserves the
battery and increases safety.

The BE COOL eSC-P1 comes
to a safe stand still in any
situation. It is equipped with a
drum brake on front wheel and
a disc brake on the back wheel
that can be operated

Take long and eventful tours or drive relaxed to your
business appointments. Due to the wide footboard, the
BE COOL eSC-P1 offers a pleasant and comfortable driving
feeling. The double shock absorbers on both wheels not only
absorb all bumps but bring a lot of comfort and let you glide
over the asphalt.

independently of each other.

The perfectly matched double
With just a few simple steps, the BE COOL eSC-P1 is easy to
fold and compactly stored.

shock absorber, the wide
footboard and the tubeless 10
inches pneumatic tires enable
maximum driving comfort on all
surfaces. Potholes and floor
unevenness are perfectly
absorbed.
Experience the new dimension
of locomotion and enjoy
every ride with the BE COOL
eSC-P1.
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Engine power 500 watts
Max. range: 80km*
Battery type: 20 Ah, 48 V
Watt hours: 960 Wh
Drum brake front and disc brake rear
Double spring with shock absorber on front and rear wheel
3 speed levels
Max. speed: 25 km/h
10" air tires
LED-Headlights front and rear
Automatic activation of light by twilight switch
LED-Display
Bell
Max. load capacity: 120kg
Charging time: 9 hours
Charger: Input AC 90-240V / Output: AC 54,6V 2.0A
Gross dimensions - (H x W x D): 1.210 x 280 x 540 mm
Gross weight: 27,5 kg
Colour: black
Internal Art.Nr: ESCP1BKRD
EAN: 9005151000740
* Test variables for the range: person: 70 Kg, weather: dry, 25 C° and windstill, continuous speed of 15
km/h, track condition: flat, smooth asphalt
The actual range depends on various factors such as load, temperature, wind speed, road conditions and
driving style.
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